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Active Faults in the Kaikōura District
Helping Kaikōura District move forward as a great place to live with a strong, well-connected community,
that is ecologically exemplary and economically prosperous
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DID YOU
KNOW?

Introduction
In recent years, our community has experienced first-hand the devastating effects of
earthquakes. Earthquakes can cause liquefaction, tsunami and land damage from
surface rupture.

What does surface fault rupture mean?

During the Ka
ikōura
earthquake, th
e total
length of surf
ace fault
rupture in the
District
was 105km!

Surface fault rupture happens when there is movement on a fault line during an earthquake that can rip and warp
the land on either side of the fault. This is due to land on one side of the fault moving up and/or sideways relative to
the land on the other side. Surface fault ruptures can cause serious damage to land, buildings and infrastructure
that are located on or near the active fault.

What is an active fault?
An active fault is a fault line that has ruptured repeatedly in the past and is likely to rupture again. Over 20 active
faults ruptured during the Kaikōura earthquake in 2016. Most of these active faults had been mapped before the
earthquake.

What we know about active faults in the District
A new study by GNS Science has updated the fault report to include the 2016 fault ruptures and more detailed
mapping of the Hope Fault. This study has identified "fault awareness areas" and "fault avoidance zones" in
accordance with national guidelines*.

Fault awareness areas
A fault awareness area is an area that has been identified around lower-risk faults. Lower risk faults are those that
have not ruptured recently (a long time between earthquakes is many thousands of years) and/or are located in an
isolated area where future development is unlikely.
These faults have not been mapped in detail, which means the fault awareness area is wider to take into account
the uncertainty of the fault's exact location. Twelve fault awareness areas have been defined in the District:
Fidget Fault
Fyffe Fault
Heavers Creek Fault

Hundalee Fault
Jordan Thrust
Kekerengū Fault

Manakau Fault
Oaro River Fault
Stewart River Fault

Stone Jug Fault
Upper Kowhai Fault
Whites Fault

Learn more by visiting www.kaikoura.govt.nz/latest-news/natural-hazards

Fault avoidance zones
A fault avoidance zone is an area that has been identified as having higher-risk active faults. These faults move
relatively often (at least once every 2000 years) and have the potential to impact development. A fault avoidance
zone includes the likely rupture zone as well as a 20 metre buffer either side of the fault. Eleven fault avoidance
zones have been defined in the District:
Corner Hill Fault
Hope Fault
Papatea Fault
Waiutoa Fault
East Lane Fault
Jordan Thrust Fault
Papatoa Point Fault
Winterholme Fault
Heaver’s Creek Fault
Kekerengū Fault
Tinline Downs Fault

Fault Awareness Areas

Fault Avoidance Zones
Map source: GNS Science Report

What does this mean?

While there are many active faults in the District, the fault avoidance zones and fault awareness areas do not
directly affect Kaikōura's township. However, they do affect some of our smaller settlements (Oaro and
Kēkerengū) and transport infrastructure such as roads and bridges.

Join the conversation and get involved
Council are holding a number of community risk workshops to discuss flooding, debris inundation,
liquefaction and active faults and what they mean for future homes, businesses and buildings in our
District. In the meetings we will:
share our new information with you
listen to your experience with natural hazards (bring along your stories and photos!)
discuss levels of risk and how the community views risks
discuss and develop potential policy response options that can be translated into planning provisions.
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Community risk workshops
Friday 8 November, 1.00pm-4.00pm | Kaikōura | Memorial Hall Supper room
Saturday 9 November, 10.00am-1.00pm | Clarence/Kēkerengū | Kēkerengū Hall
Saturday 9 November, 2.30pm-5.30pm | Oaro/Goose Bay | Goose Bay Fire Shed

Combined community workshop: policy response options
Saturday 30 November, 1pm-4pm | Kaikōura | Memorial Hall Supper room

http://apps.canterburymaps.govt.nz/KaikouraNaturalHazards
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*Barrell et al (2015) Guidelines for using regional-scale earthquake fault information in Canterbury
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